Building Materials and Details
Walling materials:
Red brick is the predominant building material in
Longford. This is an area of the District with little
natural stone, however, the parish church is
constructed entirely of local stone and stone
detailing is also used on Longford Hall and its
associated buildings. Within the village itself stone is
used for some architectural details.
Sandstone – the nearest local source of good
building stone was at Hollington in Staffordshire.
This is still available today (the ‘White’ Hollington
stone being that most frequently used in the area).
This is a Keuper sandstone which has a
buff/pink/grey tone. It is possible that stone came
from the Hollington quarries or possibly from
natural stone outcrops in the Clifton/Norbury area
or from quarries near Uttoxeter. Whichever stone
was used it had to be brought a considerable
distance from its source. The most ambitious
building project, which spanned 300-400 years, was
the construction and evolution of the parish church.
The west tower (circa. late 15th/early 16th century)
would have required vast quantities of stone for its
construction. The stone used for the construction
of the church comprises of rubble stone and finely
squared ashlar.

Fine ashlar stonework to the west tower of the parish church
Longford Hall is the only other building in the
village where large quantities of stone were required
at various times during its development and
evolution. Stone was used for window cills,
doorcases, quoins, parapet and roof level
balustrading. Stone was also used, not excessively,
for architectural details on the ancillary buildings
serving the Hall – the stableblock and barns.
The bridge over the Shirley Brook in the Park dates
from the late 18th century and is entirely constructed
from stone.

Stone bridge in the Park
Stone is used less frequently on the cottages and
buildings of the village. It is occasionally used for
window lintels & cills.
In 1845 Thomas Coke, Earl of Leicester, built the
two bridges immediately south of the Mill. The
arches themselves are constructed from stone and
the brick parapets are surmounted by stone copings.

Rubble stonework to the north aisle of the parish church
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Brickwork – this is the predominant building
material in an area devoid of local natural stone yet
rich in clays with which to make bricks. Up until the
mid 19th century these bricks would have been
made locally providing an ample supply with little or
no travel distances to carry them. At Osleston, a
mile or so east of Longford the 1900 OS map
depicts a brickworks (disused) close to a wood
(named Boden’s Sticks). This undoubtedly
produced bricks that were used for the construction
of buildings in Longford. It is probable, however,
that other small brick yards or works were located
around the area which have since disappeared.

The side and rear elevations of the Stableblock are
constructed from well laid ‘2nd rate’ bricks – good
quality but not the finest. This was considered
acceptable for side and rear walls, even to very
prestigious buildings.

Where better quality bricks were required, and
could be afforded, for example on the Hall and its
associated buildings, these can still be discerned and
compared with lesser quality bricks for cottages and
other buildings within the settlement. Perhaps the
best example of the use of fine quality bricks is to
the principal elevations of the stableblock
constructed circa. 1762/3. Not only are the facing
bricks to these primary elevations of excellent
quality they are also laid (in Flemish Bond) with
great precision with narrow lime mortar joints.

‘2nd rate’ brickwork to the rear elevation of the stableblock
The brick bond used on many of the buildings in
the village is Flemish Bond (which was popularised
from circa. 1700 onwards and continued to be the
favoured bond until the early 20th century). There
are other examples such as English Bond and
Stretcher Bond (the latter primarily related to
modern, cavity wall, construction). There are also
examples of ‘derivative’ bonds – these were bonds
sometimes favoured and used by local bricklayers.
Such bonds can often be very idiosyncratic and
sometimes peculiar to a particular area or village.

An example of mid-19th century brickwork showing an
unusual derivative of English Garden Wall Bond
There are some instances of 18th century brick in
the village (apart from Longford Hall and its
ancillary buildings). Pump Cottages are an example
of late 18th/early 19th century locally made bricks.
Local bricks, made during the 18th and early 19th
century display a ‘handmade’ appearance as a result
of small-scale production.

Detail of the fine brickwork to Longford Hall Stableblock
showing the quality of the bricks and the precision of bricklaying
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Detail of 18th century brickwork to Pump Cottages
Later 19th century diaper brickwork at Longford School

18th century brickwork at Bupton Grange
During the 19th century, brick production improved
and better quality bricks were being produced. A
number of examples can be seen in the village.
Polychromatic brickwork to the former Wesleyan Chapel
Render – there are a few examples of rendered
external walls in the village. It is impossible to say if
the render to these properties is an original
conception or was added at a later date to provide
additional protection to the brickwork beneath or to
cover/disguise alterations to door, windows etc.
19th century brickwork to Mill House
All of the render has a painted finish (white or light
cream/buff) and there are examples of both smooth
and rough render. Examples within the settlement
are, however, few.

The school and the former Wesleyan Chapel are
perhaps the best examples of Victorian brickwork.
The former has ‘diaper’ work (a diamond pattern
created within the brick wall using burnt headers)
integrated into the red brickwork. This was
originally established in the Tudor period as a
decorative treatment for wall surfaces. The chapel
displays coloured or ‘polychromatic’ brickwork. The
origins of this type of decorative brickwork is in
Italy and it became popular in Britain in the mid19th century – particularly following the publication
of John Ruskin’s ‘The Stones of Venice’ in 1851 &
1853.

Clematis Cottage – smooth white painted render
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Timber Cladding – there are two examples of
timber cladding in the settlement. One example is a
pair of houses (circa. 1950s) which are partially
(upper part) clad with timber boarding. This
horizontal boarding, which is relatively wide, is also
waney edged. The boarding has been treated with a
black paint or bitumen to aid its protection.

Old Forge Cottage – slightly rough textured, cream painted,
render

Waney edged horizontal boarding to Thatched Cottages,
Main Street
School Master’s House – textured & painted render to the
upper part of the building

The second example is the former Cheese Factory
(1870) which displays regular, sawn, horizontal
lapped boarding. This is also treated with a black
paint or bitumen.

Tile Hanging – there is a single example of tile
hanging in the village. This building technique has
little or no precedent in this part of Derbyshire and
is more applicable to the southern counties of
Britain. The example which can be seen is found on
the School Master’s house (1874) and displays
decoratively shaped tiles (those which are scalloped
are often called ‘fishscale’).

Horizontal timber boarding to the former Cheese Factory
Timber cladding has little or no precedent in this
part of Derbyshire. It is an alien building type to the
District that has been transposed from other
regions of the country where such building
techniques are more common.

Decorative tile hanging to the School Master’s House
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Pebble – Bupton Farm is constructed from pebbles
(of varying geological variety) with red brick quoins
and dressings. This type of walling construction has
no historical or traditional precedent in Derbyshire
for the simple reason that pebbles are not readily
available. It is a traditional building technique found
in many southern counties of Britain as well as in
Norfolk. Such a building technique and building
fabric, therefore, presents a surprising anomaly in
the village. The method of construction is of high
quality. The connection with Norfolk may be of
interest as the Earl of Leicester’s principal country
house (Holkam Hall) lies in north Norfolk. It is
possible that he commissioned Bupton Farm to
reflect houses he was aware of in the Norfolk
countryside.

Welsh Blue slates on School Row (the ridge tiles are of blue
clay) – circa. 1850s
Another natural roofing material – thatch – can be
seen forming the steep roofs to the porches to pair
of mid-20th century houses on the east side of Main
Street.

At Alkmonton, a few miles west of Longford, the
parish church there is also built using pebble. The
church was built in c. 1843. The architect is
unknown but may also have been responsible for
Bupton Farmhouse (?).

Pebble construction at Bupton Farm
Thatched porch canopy
Roof Coverings:
The village has examples of almost every roofing
material. These can be placed in two categories –
natural roofing materials and man-made roofing
materials. Of the former, there are examples of
Westmoreland Green slates on the nave of the
parish church and Welsh Blue slates on School Row
and the former Cheese Factory.

Of the ‘man-made’ roofing materials clay tiles are
the most prevalent, and in particular, Staffordshire
Blue tiles. These are ‘plain’ with mortared verges
and plain or interlocking clay ridge tiles.

Westmoreland Green slates on the Parish Church (with
bright red clay ridge tiles) – circa. 1840s

Staffordshire Blue clay tiles with clay interlocking ridge tiles
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A number of examples of decorative clay roof tiling
survive particularly to the ‘estate’ cottages. These all
follow a standard pattern of alternating bands of
three courses of plain tiles and two/three courses of
decorative or ‘fishscale’ tiles. The tile colour is
predominantly a russet red rather than a ‘blue’.

The Lodge to Longford Hall (1892) has a bright red
clay tiled roof. This colour of tile became popular in
the later 19th century and is predominantly found in
urban locations. The red tiles to the Lodge have
weathered down to some extent but would have
been startlingly bright when first laid.

Bright red clay tiles to The Lodge
There are examples of modern roof tiles made from
concrete. A couple of houses in the village have
‘corrugated’ concrete tiles which were popular in
the 1950s/60s.

Decorative clay tiles at Milverton Cottage (the ridge tiles are
of blue clay with decorative fleur-de-lys)

‘Corrugated’ concrete tiles
The pair of modern houses (late 20th century) nearly
opposite the junction with Longford Lane have
modern, plain, concrete tiles. Modern concrete tiles
have a relatively large unit size and are mechanically
precise in their form, finish and appearance.

Modern, plain, concrete tiles

Detail of the decorative, curved, tiled roof to the Pump Room
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Gables & Dormers – dormers are a common
architectural element to many of the cottages in the
village. They are generally of a ‘standard’ type
comprising the window location set half within the
dormer and half within the walling below. The
extensive presence of such a feature presents a
sense of some uniformity in the cottage architecture
of the settlement and it is possible that these
features were added to earlier cottages, and an
integral part of new cottages, to give an ‘estate’
appearance and character to the village. As a result
of this they remain a common and distinctive
feature of many buildings throughout the
settlement.

‘Eyebrow’ dormer well executed using clay tiles over the
curved sweep.

Hipped dormers

Examples of dormers on 19th century ‘estate’ cottages
The historic dormers are characterised by their scale
and proportion to the building of which they are
part, their detailing, and their projecting bargeboards creating an important three-dimensional
‘shadow’ to the dormer. Some of the barge-boards
are particularly ornate (bottom right, above) and
others follow a more traditional route of a wavey
line surmounted by a timber ‘spike’ finial.

Catslide dormer
The later 20th century properties display dormers
located on the roofslopes themselves rather than
emerging from the wall of the building. This
represents a break with the tradition within the
village.

Of the 20th century – post 1950 – varying examples
of dormers can be found within the village. Whilst
these continue the general tradition of the window
being placed at the top of the wall (and half the
window in the dormer) the dormers themselves
display alternate shapes to the pitched gables of the
19th century. These examples do not require the
inclusion of decorative barge-boards.

Examples of modern (late 20th century) dormers located
within the roof slope
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There are a variety of eaves and verge details. Many
of these are simple, vernacular, details such as a
standard mortared verge but some of the 19th
century ‘estate’ cottage have decorative brick
eaves/verges formed from corbelling out.

Unusual clay ‘crown’ pots to stack on Pump Cottages

Decorative brick verge detail at the former Smithy
Chimneystacks
Chimneystacks are a predominant and characteristic
element of all properties within the settlement up
until the 1960s. They are all constructed from
brickwork and vary in size, mass and height.
Examples of both centrally placed stacks and gableend stacks can be seen throughout the village

Left – ‘Tudoresque’ stack on the village school
Right – the massive gable-end stack on the School Masters
House

Example of a centrally places stack comprising of a group of
four individual stacks

The projecting, tall, gable-end chimneystack to Pump
Cottages

A centrally places stack set ‘diamond-wise’ on the ridge
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Chimney pots are also prevalent throughout the
village. These also vary in size, colour, height and
extent of decorativeness. It is clear that on many of
the ‘estate’ buildings the pots were seen as an
integral design element.
Windows
The predominant window type to be found within
the village is the side-hung casement window. This
window type is typical of vernacular cottages and
houses. Unfortunately, very little original 19th
century window joinery survives within the village –
the majority having been replaced with upvc. Of the
20th century there are a few houses/cottages with
painted timber windows, with glazing bars, leaded
glazing or single sheets of glass. Examples of these
can be seen on many of the photographs of
buildings within this document.

Traditional side-hung casement window at the Meeting Room
(1875)
The sash window is a rarity in Longford and can
only be seen at Longford Hall and The Grange
(formerly the Rectory). Those to Longford Hall
were installed during the ‘Georgian’ makeover in
the 1760s. The Grange dates from the 1840s.

Two examples of metal ‘lattice’ windows survive.
This type of window may have been more prevalent
throughout the village, particularly to the ‘estate’
cottages. They are highly distinctive and highly
decorative adding an important element to the
building façade.

6 over 6 sash windows at Longford Hall

‘Lattice’ window to School Row

Doors
Few original doors survive throughout the village –
the majority have been replaced at a later date or are
of upvc.

‘Lattice’ window to Mill House

Door to Village Hall (1875)
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In general terms the doors follow the tradition of
vernacular architecture in having relatively plain,
solid doors, with small elements of glazing. Many
are painted and many are of natural timber. As a
result of the vernacular ‘cottage’ architecture of the
village there are no examples of six or four panelled
doors (which would only be expected on more
urban or ‘Classically’ inspired architecture).

The gates are believed to have been made in 1737.
They are a fine and rare example of local 18th
century decorative wrought iron work. (The gates,
and piers, are grade II* listed in recognition of their
importance).

Porches
A large number of porches are to be found on the
cottages within the village. Some of these are
integral to the design of the cottage and others are
clearly later additions.

Fine metal gates of c..1737, attached to the contemporary
stone gate piers at Longford Hall
The only other example is the railings and gates to
the frontage to the former Wesleyan Chapel of
1874.

Examples of porches
Metalwork – there are very few examples of
external metalwork within the settlement. The
finest, and most important example is to the eastern
gates of Longford Hall which display a pair of gates
made by the 18th century metalworker Robert
Bakewell (1682-1752).

Cast metal railings and gates to the former Wesleyan Chapel
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